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Abstract: Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is widely regarded as the primary positioning
solution for intelligent transport system (ITS) applications. However, its performance could
degrade, due to signal outages and faulty-signal contamination, including multipath and
non-line-of-sight reception. Considering the limitation of the performance and computation loads
in mass-produced automotive products, this research investigates the methods for enhancing
GNSS-based solutions without significantly increasing the cost for vehicular navigation system.
In this study, the measurement technique of the odometer in modern vehicle designs is selected to
integrate the GNSS information, without using an inertial navigation system. Three techniques are
implemented to improve positioning accuracy; (a) Time-differenced carrier phase (TDCP) based
filter: A state-augmented extended Kalman filter is designed to incorporate TDCP measurements
for maximizing the effectiveness of phase-smoothing; (b) odometer-aided constraints: The aiding
measurement from odometer utilizing forward speed with the lateral constraint enhances the state
estimation; the information based on vehicular motion, comprising the zero-velocity constraint,
fault detection and exclusion, and dead reckoning, maintains the stability of the positioning solution;
(c) robust regression: A weighted-least-square based robust regression as a measurement-quality
assessment is applied to adjust the weightings of the measurements adaptively. Experimental results
in a GNSS-challenging environment indicate that, based on the single-point-positioning mode with an
automotive-grade receiver, the combination of the proposed methods presented a root-mean-square
error of 2.51 m, 3.63 m, 1.63 m, and 1.95 m for the horizontal, vertical, forward, and lateral directions,
with improvements of 35.1%, 49.6%, 45.3%, and 21.1%, respectively. The statistical analysis exhibits
97.3% state estimation result in the horizontal direction for the percentage of epochs that had errors of
less than 5 m, presenting that after the intervention of proposed methods, the positioning performance
can fulfill the requirements for road level applications.

Keywords: global navigation satellite system; intelligent transport system; multipath; non-line-
of-sight; time-differenced carrier phase; odometer; fault detection and exclusion; dead reckoning

1. Introduction

To realize safe intelligent transportation systems (ITS), the demand for land vehicle navigation
has been rapidly increasing. Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is commonly used to provide
global three-dimensional (3D) navigation with good long-term accuracy. It is currently the principal
technique for providing globally referenced positioning without other aiding information. In kinematic
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positioning, code measurement is preferred for position estimation because it does not contain
integer ambiguities, and meter-level accuracy can be expected from the single-point positioning (SPP)
technique in open-sky environments [1]. However, unsatisfactory navigation could occur because
of its low precision and the multipath effect [2]. Further, range errors due to the multipath effect
could be introduced up to half a code chip (150 m for GPS C/A code) because of the code tracking
error [3]. On the other hand, the maximum tracking error for carrier-phase measurements due to
multipath interference from a reflected signal of the same amplitude as the direct signal is a quarter
of a wavelength (e.g., 4.76 cm for GPS L1) [4]. The carrier-smoothed-code method is generally used
for dynamic navigation applications, which combines a series of delta-phase and pseudorange into a
single noise-reduced measurement. Here, a pseudorange provides absolute position information and
an incremental carrier-phase measurement provides displacement information [5,6]. The advantage
of using this method is the high spatial variation in multipath errors by averaging out most of the
code multipath errors without significantly increasing the cost and computation load [4]. However,
it is difficult to maintain pre-supposition of this phase-smoothing method in the range domain for
continuous tracking of the same satellites in urban areas. Every time a signal outage occurs, all of the
smoothed pseudo-range information is lost, and the accuracy of the combined measurements reverts
to the nominal unsmoothed level [4,7]. On the other hand, the position-domain phase-smoothing
method utilizes time-differenced carrier phase (TDCP) measurements as a constraint of the current
position relative to the previous position. Theoretically, this epoch-to-epoch position change can be
determined to the level of TDCP accuracy through the observables directly related to the position
increment [7]. In addition to the enhancement of redundancy, the advantage of such information in the
position domain over the range domain is that carrier-phase measurements from the same satellites are
required, only since the immediately previous time epoch and not several previous epochs [5,7], which
increases the availability of phase-smoothing. Nonetheless, a problem with the phase-smoothing
methods including both domains is the frequent occurrence of cycle slip. Limited to the accuracy of
cycle slip detection, especially for single-frequency GNSS receivers, the ambiguities emerging due to
undetected loss of signals will be introduced into the incremental carrier-phase information and further
influence the performance of estimation. Notably, phase-smoothing does not mitigate the effects of
non-line-of-sight (NLOS) reception, in which the signal is received only via reflections. The range
measurement error, caused by the NLOS reception, is equal to the additional path delay, which is the
difference between the length of the path taken by the reflected signal, and the blocked-direct path,
between the satellite and the receiver antenna [4,8]. In this situation, because the code and the carrier
are affected in the same manner, the phase-smoothing techniques, including TDCP, cannot improve
the position estimation. In these GNSS-degraded environments, the combination of multipath/NLOS
contamination significantly challenges the reliability of GNSS positioning.

Over the past years, many techniques have been developed to address this contamination problem.
In the antenna-design technique, based on polarization discrimination, a polarization-sensitive antenna
can reduce the magnitude of signal tracking errors caused by the multipath effect. The usage
of carrier-power-to-noise-density ratio measurements based on this antenna could enhance the
performance of NLOS detection, except for doubly reflected signals between the transmitter and
receiver [4]. However, due to the cost and size limitations, this technique is less effective in
the patch-antenna product for land-vehicle applications [4,9,10]. Other designs, such as using
choke-ring antennas and multiple antennas, are expensive approaches as well [4,9]. In the
post-receiver technique, consistency checking is the conventional approach based on the fact that a
multipath/NLOS-contaminated measurement is inconsistent with normal measurements [4,11–13].
This method can improve the GNSS performance under open environments with the emergence of
multi-constellation GNSS, in which the number of visible satellites can be between 15 and 30, especially
in the Asia Pacific region where is easy to receive GPS, GLONASS, Beidou, Galileo and QZSS signals
at the same time [13,14]. However, in the meantime, less satellites would be received due to signal
blockage in urban areas, while more reflected signals can be received in such environments [15]. Similar
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to the concept of receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM), the consistency checking fails in
GNSS-challenging environments where a large proportion of the signals are NLOS-contaminated [13].
Although, using the random sample consensus (RANSAC) method can improve its performance
in case of multiple outliers [16], it is a time-intensive process as it involves an iterative selection
of the observation subset. Compared with the previous fault detection and exclusion (FDE) based
methods, robust regression as a quality assessment method adaptively adjusts the weightings of
the measurements [17,18]. This method is based on the minimization of cost function depending
on the least-squares residuals, which represent an approximation of the measurement errors [19].
The magnitude of the residuals can be used to verify the consistency between the measurements
and reweight each measurement accordingly. On the basis of this concept, robust regression has the
capability of more efficient computation when multiple faulty measurements emerge, compared with
RAIM using the RANSAC. Reference [19] further extends this approach and implements in extended
Kalman filter (EKF) to enhance the performance when outliers exist. Nonetheless, the performance
of reweighting method could be unsatisfied when abnormal measurements are in majority, because
the resulting residuals are significantly influenced by contaminated signals. In the multi-sensor
aiding technique, some of the methods utilize additional information from other sensors, such as
LiDAR, camera, or 3D-building models to detect the NLOS signals [20–26]. However, it cannot
discriminate multipath-contaminated signals from the received group, and suffers from cost and
computational challenges, thereby, limiting their application in current consumer products. One of the
most popular methods in this technique is integrating with aiding sensors to improve the natural GNSS
limitations (i.e., satellite availability and spatial geometrical strength), thereby, enhancing the accuracy
and continuity for standalone GNSS. Among these sensors, the integration of inertial navigation
system (INS) and GNSS is the most common scheme applied in navigation applications due to its
complementarity [27–31]. Nonetheless, it is well-known that the error of low-cost INS grows rapidly,
due to large uncertainties in the sensor output, including having high drift rates, being vulnerable to
non-linear error behavior, and sensitivity to environmental effects, such as temperature variations and
shocks [31–33]. There are some methods for improving the accuracy of the low-cost INS, the most
important being stochastic error modeling [31–33]. However, for low-cost INS, it is difficult to find an
adequate error parameter due to statistically inconsistent in modeling stochastic errors (e.g., Allan
variance method) [33]. In addition, the quality of the initial alignment is also another factor influencing
the performance [31,33], which is hard to ensure in civil navigation application. Also, this GNSS/INS
combination does not always satisfy the product design due to the high power consumption, memory
storage, and increased cost. Another popular sensor for aiding navigation is the odometer, which
is a self-contained velocity sensor available as a standard component in antilock braking systems
(ABS). It generates digital pulses for each revolution of the wheel and allows estimation of the
distance covered by a vehicle [34]. For modern land-vehicle designs, this information can be obtained
through On-board Diagnostics (OBD II), a standardized electrical data interface that communicates
with a vehicle’s computer. In urban areas, it generally provides more accurate and frequent velocity
measurements than GNSS [35,36]. However, velocity measurements from the odometer are obtained
in the vehicle frame (v-frame), and not the navigation frame, such as earth frame (e-frame). Therefore,
such velocity information cannot be directly used in the absolute coordinate system. Another drawback
is the position drift phenomenon due to error accumulation of the measuring distance. Therefore,
performance of only the navigation task over a long time is not adequate.

It is clear that the current automotive GNSS solutions cannot easily meet the tradeoff between cost
and performance in GNSS-challenging environments. Therefore, this study presents a GNSS/odometer
integration scheme with odometer-aided constraints and robust regression for navigation applications.
A state-augmented EKF-based GNSS estimator incorporated with the TDCP measurements is
implemented for the online-smoothing of the state estimation in the position domain. The v-frame
velocity information obtained from the in-vehicle odometer through the OBD II interface is integrated
with the proposed vehicular-motion constraints, fault detection and exclusion (FDE), and dead
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reckoning (DR) aiding to enhance the performance without increasing the cost. Moreover, robust
regression as an adaptive weighting method is combined with odometer-aided measurement, providing
more reliable weighting indicators for state estimation in a scenario with increased multi-false
measurements, without significantly burdening the navigation system with increased computation.
This research investigates the feasibility of a cost-effective onboard solution for land-vehicle navigation
applications without integrating INS and complex statistical models.

2. Methods

Figure 1 illustrates the GNSS/odometer integration scheme with weighted least squares
(WLS)-based robust regression, which includes the measurements implemented in this paper. In the
proposed design, GNSS acts as a major sensor, comprising pseudorange, pseudorange rate, and TDCP
measurements, for providing absolute positioning state (position and velocity). Whereas, the odometer
with the forward speed acts as the constraint in the position and velocity domain. Those measurements
will be processed by the WLS-based robust regression to reweight the scale indicators adaptively,
and the state-augmented EKF integrates all of the inputs for the state estimation. In the following,
the design of state-augmented EKF corresponding to delta measurement (TDCP) for estimating the
position change is introduced in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 describes the measurement model, including
conventional measurements and TDCP. Section 2.3 introduces the measurement model for the odometer,
and the corresponding designs of vehicular-motion constraint and FDE mechanism in this study are
also included. The robust regression based on the odometer aiding method proposed in this study is in
Section 2.4. The process flow comprised of all of the proposed methods will be illustrated afterward.
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Figure 1. GNSS/Odometer integration scheme with WLS-based robust regression.

2.1. State-Augmented EKF Design

In this study, the position and velocity error states of GNSS positioning are estimated using EKF.
Conventionally, the EKF design presents only the system error at a particular time. Whereas, a delta
phase or delta position represents the integrated velocity over time [5]. To sufficiently use such delta
measurement for estimating the change in the receiver position, the conventional system model should
be modified and extended to include the estimated position and receiver clock bias from the last epoch
as follows [5,37]:

δ
^
x =

[
δre

u(tk) δve
u(tk) δre

u(tk−1) δbu(tk) δbd(tk) δbu(tk−1)
]T

1×12
(1)
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Φp1vp0t =


Φp1v 06×3 06×3[

I 03×3
]
3×6

03×3 03×3

03×6 03×3

 Φt 0[
1 0

]
1×2

0


3×3


12×12

(2)

Qp1vp0t =


Qp1v 06×3 06×3

03×6 03×3 03×3

03×6 03×3

[
Qt 01×1

01×2 01×1

]
3×3


12×12

(3)

with

Φp1v =



1 0 0 ∆t 0 0
0 1 0 0 ∆t 0
0 0 1 0 0 ∆t
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1


6×6

, I =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


3×3

Qp1v =



qp∆t + 1
3 qv∆t3 0 0 1

2 qv∆t2 0 0
0 qp∆t + 1

3 qv∆t3 0 0 1
2 qv∆t2 0

0 0 qp∆t + 1
3 qv∆t3 0 0 1

2 qv∆t2

1
2 qv∆t2 0 0 qv∆t 0 0

0 1
2 qv∆t2 0 0 qv∆t 0

0 0 1
2 qv∆t2 0 0 qv∆t


6×6

where δx̂ is the error state vector including the position errors δre
u, velocity error δve

u, receiver
clock bias δbu, and receiver clock drift δbd; tk and tk−1 denote the corresponding epochs of the error
states; each of δre

u and δve
u is a 3 × 1 vector, where the superscript e denotes a vector in the e-frame

(earth–centered-earth-fixed coordinate system); Φp1v and Qp1v denote the transition matrix (tk to tk+1
epoch) and the corresponding process noise matrix under assumed constant velocity conditions, for the
current time; qp and qv are the spectral densities of the above process noise sequences; Φt and Qt denote
the transition matrix and process noise matrix for the receiver clock state; ∆t is the time interval between
adjacent epochs; Φp1vp0t and Qp1vp0t are the augmented models from Φp1v and Qp1v to incorporate
with the delta-measurement update; I is the identity matrix, corresponding to each component of the
current position error state. The subscript p1, v, and p0 denotes that the matrix contains the components
corresponding to the current position, velocity, and previous position error state. This design both
supports the previously defined dynamic system for the random walk model, and transfers the current
position error vector to the previous spot in the error state vector during the propagation. In this
design, the delta observables are directly related to the position increment as a constraint of the current
position, relative to the previous position. Based on the phase-smoothing approach in the position
domain, this EKF design can maximize the effectiveness of such measurements without assumptions
about the dynamics of the vehicle [5] and control the growth of position errors. The correspondingly
adopted measurement model in this study is described in the following subsection.

2.2. Measurement Model for Pseudorange, Doppler Shift, and TDCP

The models for GNSS measurements, including pseudorange, Doppler shift, and TDCP, which
are related to the state of a vehicle are considered in the SPP mode in this study. The models of
pseudorange and pseudorange rate measurement are well-documented in the literature, which can be
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found in [38]. The matrix form of the fundamental observations corresponding to the designed EKF
can be expressed as,

Hcode =
[

ei(tk) 0n×3 0n×3 1n×1 0n×1 0n×1
]
n×12

(4)

Hdoppler =
[

0n×3 ei(tk) 0n×3 0n×1 1n×1 0n×1
]
n×12

(5)

H =

[
Hcode

Hdoppler

]
2n×12

(6)

δz =

 ρ̃i
− ρi

.̃
ρ

i
−

.
ρ

i


2n×1

= Hδx̂ + ε2n×1 (7)

Rcode/doppler = σ2
0


1

sin2(el1) · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · ·
1

sin2(eli)


n×n

(8)

with
ei(tk) =

1
ρi(tk)

[ (
re

u,x(tk) − re,i
s,x(tk)

) (
re

u,y(tk) − re,i
s,y(tk)

) (
re

u,z(tk) − re,i
s,z(tk)

) ]
1×3

where Hcode, Hdoppler, ρ̃i, ρi,
.̃
ρ

i
,

.
ρ

i, Rcode/doppler, σ2
0, eli, and ei(tk) denote the design matrices of the

pseudorange and pseudorange rate, the observed pseudorange, geometric range between the receiver
and the satellite, the observed pseudorange rate, geometric pseudorange rate, weighting matrix of the
pseudorange/pseudorange rate measurement, a priori variance factor, the elevation angle of the ith

satellite with respect to the rover, and LOS unit vector from the satellite to the receiver at tk, respectively.
The design of the weighting matrix of pseudorange rate is similar to Rcode, but with a different σ2

0.
The TDCP measurements, which are the delta-phase measurements from the same satellites

between consecutive epochs, are conventionally used to estimate the average velocity [39–43]. In other
words, the difference between the previous and current positions with mm-level noise can be observed
through such phase differences. It could be partially observable if fewer than four satellites are
continuously available in the absence of cycle slip. The advantage of this approach over conventional
techniques is that carrier-phase measurements from the same satellites are merely available since
the previous time epoch, rather than several seconds, to average out the code multipath error [5,37].
The original measurement equation of the carrier phase is expressed as follows:

λΦi = ρi + c
(
δbu − δbi

s + δdi
eph − δdi

iono + δdi
trop

)
+ λNi + ηi (9)

where λ, Φi, and Ni represent the wavelength, measured carrier phase in cycles, and integer ambiguity,
respectively. The term ηi includes a multipath/NLOS-contaminated source and receiver noise for the
carrier phase. The difference between the carrier-phase measurements at consecutive epochs tk and
tk−1 is described as follows:

λ∆Φi = λ·
[
Φi(tk) −Φi(tk−1)

]
= ∆ρi + c

(
∆δbu + ∆δbi

s + ∆δdi
eph − ∆δdi

iono + ∆δdi
trop

)
+ ∆ηi (10)

where ∆ indicates the differencing operation. Under the condition of no cycle slip, the integer
ambiguity is eliminated by time differencing. Other common error sources, which include satellite
clock bias, ephemeris error, tropospheric error, and ionospheric error, vary slowly within a sampling,
and are, ∆δbi

s, ∆δdi
eph, ∆δdi

iono, and ∆δdi
trop are negligibly small. Notably, the transition between the

adjacent ephemeris sets causes the discontinuity of ∆δdi
eph, especially for ∆δbi

s, when different sets
are respectively selected between consecutive epochs for TDCP measurements [43]. Selecting the
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same ephemeris can prevent this problem during the transition. In transforming (10) into a relation of
receiver position change, ∆ρi has to be recombined as [43],

∆ρi = ∆D− ∆g−
[
ei(tk) × ∆ru

]
(11)

with
∆g =

[
ei(tk) × re

u(tk−1)
]
−

[
ei(tk−1) × re

u(tk−1)
]
,

∆D =
[
ei(tk) × re,i

s (tk)
]
−

[
ei(tk−1) × re,i

s (tk−1)
]
,

where re
u and re,i

s are the receiver position vector and satellite position vector, respectively, including
the x, y, and z components in the e-frame. The term ∆g reflects the orientation change of the LOS
vector in the relative satellite–receiver geometry, and ∆D represents a change in the range and is
proportional to the average Doppler shift caused by the relative satellite–receiver motion along the
LOS vector [44]. The derivation of (11) is presented in detail in [39,43]. By substituting (11) into
(10), the TDCP measurement equation becomes (12), and the corresponding measurement model is
expressed by (13) and (14). The weighting matrix of the TDCP measurements, RTDCP, is also similar to
the design of (17) with a different σ2

0.

λ∆Φi
− ∆D + ∆g = −

[
ei
(
t j
)
× ∆re

u

]
+ c∆δbu + ∆ηi (12)

HTDCP =
[

ei(tk) 01×3 −ei(tk−1) 1 0 −1
]
m×12

(13)

δzTDCP =
[
∆Φi
− ∆ρi

]
m×1

(14)

The effectiveness of TDCP is affected by cycle slip. The cycle-slip detection method applied in
this study is “Doppler integration” for a single-frequency receiver. This method uses an observed
Doppler shift to predict the growth in a carrier phase observation as an indicator of a cycle slip,
whose fundamental equation is presented in [38]. Nonetheless, due to the vehicular dynamics
and the environment, the signal tracking quality of Doppler shift strongly affects the accuracy of
detection. When a cycle slip occurs with false detection, new ambiguities are introduced in delta-phase
measurements. On the other hand, the path delay of the carrier phase measurements due to NLOS
reception could be similar to the pseudorange error, as mentioned previously in [8]. These errors
could be introduced into carrier phase ambiguities and further degrade GNSS positioning if the
phase-smoothing approach is applied. In this situation, standalone GNSS positioning cannot satisfy
the requirement of accuracy and reliability in vehicular navigation. This study proposes the aiding
from odometer velocity via OBD II to enhance the robustness of positioning in case of occurrence of
such a situation or frequent cycle-slip. The corresponding aiding model based on the proposed EKF
design is introduced in the following subsection.

2.3. Measurement Model for Odometer Observation with Vehicular-Motion Constraint

The odometer-derived velocity indicates that unless a vehicle is off the ground or slides on
the ground, the velocity of the vehicle in the plane perpendicular to the forward direction is nearly
zero [44,45]. Because an odometer provides the forward speed of a vehicle, the measurement is
expressed as follows:

vv =
[

v 0 0
]T

(15)

where vv denotes the velocity measurement in the v-frame, and the lateral and vertical speeds are
presumed to be zero. Because (15) need not be obtained in the e-frame, it cannot be used directly in
the state estimation. In this study, based on the fact that v is the observation as the resultant speed
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of x, y, and z components for the velocity state in (1), the corresponding measurement model can be
formulated as,

Hodo =
[

01×3 (v3d)
−

1
2 ve

x (v3d)
−

1
2 ve

y (v3d)
−

1
2 ve

z 01×3 01×1 01×1 01×1

]
1×12

(16)

δzodo = [v− v3d]1×1 = Hodoδx̂ + ηodo (17)

Rodo =
[
σ2

odo

]
1×1

(18)

with
v3d = (ve

x)
2 + (ve

y)
2 + (ve

z)
2

where Hodo is the design matrix for the odometer; ηodo comprises the measurement noise and abnormal
sensing such as sliding on the ground; ve

x, ve
y, ve

z are the initial GNSS velocity at the current epoch
in the three directions; v3d is the initial resultant speed. The determination of σ2

odo can be given by
a pre-calibrated process (e.g., comparison between the resultant speed of the reference system and
the OBD II odometer). It is worth mentioning that this model only constrains the combined velocity
for an estimation that is non-directional, and could face the local minimum problem during state
estimation. Due to the lateral velocity of a land vehicle is nearly zero under normal conditions, it can
act as an additional aiding source to enhance such state estimation. The relationship between the
vehicle frame and the local-level frame (l-frame) in the horizontal direction is depicted in Figure 2,
and the corresponding equation given by,

Hlateral =
[

01×3 A(tk−1) B(tk−1) C(tk−1) 01×3 01×1 01×1 01×1
]
1×12

(19)

δzlateral = [0− vlateral]1×1 = Hlateralδx̂ + ηlateral (20)

Rlateral =
[
σ2

lateral

]
1×1

(21)

with
vlateral = A(tk−1) × ve

x(tk) + B(tk−1) × ve
y(tk) + C(tk−1) × ve

z(tk),

A = −cos(−θ) × sin(Λ) + sin(−θ) × sin(ϕ) × cos(Λ),

B = cos(−θ) × cos(Λ) + sin(−θ) × sin(ϕ) × sin(Λ), C = −sin(−θ) × cos(ϕ)

where vlateral is the lateral velocity derived from the velocity state estimation; ηlateral is the combination
of velocity estimation error and heading error; Hlateral is the design matrix of the lateral constraint
based on the transformation of the e-frame, the l-frame, and vehicle frame; θ, ϕ, and Λ denote the
vehicular heading, latitude, and longitude angles at tk−1 epoch. The determination of σ2

lateral is based on
the uncertainty of the estimated heading, which is an empirical coefficient in this study. θ is derived
from the velocity state transformed into the l-frame and is thus vulnerable to the quality of GNSS
measurement and significant vehicular motion. To secure the performance of the lateral constraint,
the moving average filter (MAF) and the detection of heading condition are designed before (19)–(21)
update EKF, which is formulated as,

θ = θi−1 +
θi − θi−1

γ
,
∣∣∣θi − θi−1

∣∣∣ ≤ dθthre & β > γ (22)

with

θ =


1
n

β∑
i=1

θi, β = γ

β∑
i=1

θi, β < γ

where θi−1, θi, dθthre, γ, and β denote the averaged heading angle at i − 1 epoch, heading angle
derived from the estimated velocity at the current epoch, threshold of heading change between the
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current heading and the previously averaged angle, window size, and the number of θi used in
MAF. The implementation of the proposed lateral velocity constraint in (19)–(22) further enhances
the directivity of smoothing between adjacent epochs, because a priori information is used. In this
design, when the heading change is less than dθthre, and β exceeds γ, the lateral constraint will use
the averaged heading based on the outcome of (22); otherwise, the lateral constraint will be closed
until the counts of qualified θi reach γ. The intervention of dθthre is used to assure that the designed
constraint will not be activated during significant vehicular motion, such as a turning maneuver.
Notably, the calculation of angular distance in (22) must consider the vibration of angular conversion
from the estimated velocity between adjacent epochs, such as the case of

∣∣∣θi − θi−1
∣∣∣ > 180◦ or < −180◦,

averting a false output/determination in (22).
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The advantage of the odometer-based methods mentioned above is that they provide additional
measurements (constraints) and improve the state estimation result under the contamination of
multipath/NLOS reception. However, if a limited number of tracked satellites with bad geometry
exists and false GNSS measurements update EKF, unsatisfactory estimation could still emerge. Using
the similar concept of (19)–(22), odometer-based FDE can be implemented. The velocity, based on
an odometer, is a forward speed in the v-frame, as given in (15), following the forward direction of
the vehicle. If the result of the position state estimation from GNSS presents an abnormal motion
in the lateral, the estimation result is dominated by unhealthy signals. Such an FDE method can be
formulated as follows:

∆dlateral =

A(tk−1) × (r
e
u, x(tk) − re

u,x(tk−1)) + B(tk−1) × (r
e
u, y(tk) − re

u, y(tk−1)) + C(tk−1) × (r
e
u,z(tk) − re

u,z(tk−1)),

δx̂

 f eedback, ∆dlateral ≤ s× v(tk−1)

f eedback rejected, ∆dlateral > s× v(tk−1)

(23)

where ∆dlateral, s, and vk−1 indicate the displacement between adjacent epochs in the lateral direction of
the vehicle, scale coefficient, and instantaneous velocity from an odometer at the last GNSS epoch,
respectively. As shown in Figure 2, the concept of (23) is based on the fact that, theoretically, for a land
vehicle, the displacement in the lateral direction between consecutive GNSS epochs will not surpass
the resultant speed in the forward. While, s is a variable coefficient depending on different vehicular
conditions, such as low or high dynamics, coping with various scenarios in urban environments.
If an unsatisfactory state estimation is detected and excluded by (23) or a GNSS outage occurs,
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the information, including odometer-based velocity and smoothed-heading from the last epoch can
provide the DR solution. Although this solution provides only a 2-D solution with a constant height
state, which is vulnerable to variations in height and heading, such design can bridge the gap in
positioning and maintain the estimation accuracy over a short time.

Another additional aid from an odometer is the zero-velocity detection. When a vehicle is
stationary, the velocity state estimation is nearly zero. However, in the densely packed urban areas,
NLOS/multipath-contaminated reception becomes more severe for the duration that the vehicle is
stationary. Such continuous faulty-signal reception not only degrades the velocity estimation but also
misleads the position state due to the path delay. These measurements falsely update the EKF during
the static motion, causing the EKF to diverge. To address this situation, the use of an odometer can
provide precise constraints by assigning the velocity to be zero in any direction, thereby preventing
error growth. This zero-velocity constraint is expressed as,

Hodo =
[

03×3 I 03×3 03×1 03×1 03×1
]
3×12

(24)

δzodo = [03×1 − ve
u]3×1 (25)

where the identity matrix I corresponds to each component of the velocity state in (1). Moreover,
during the activation of zero-velocity constraint, GNSS measurements will not update EKF and fix the
position state and heading output, thereby preventing an erroneous position change. This position-fix
design can be formulated in (26), where vthre denote the velocity threshold of determining the stationary
motion. This mechanism can maintain stability for the state and its covariance matrix of EKF, and the
accuracy of the solution. The flowchart depicting the utilization of zero-velocity constraints is presented
next (Figure 3):

re
u(tk)

 f ix position equal to re
u(tk−1), v(tk) ≤ vthre

position state estimation, v(tk) > vthre
(26)

2.4. Robust Regression with Odometer Aiding

WLS estimation is more susceptible to outliers compared with KF-based estimation. Robust
regression, based on WLS residuals analysis, can adjust the weight measurements probably affected
by multipath/NLOS reception whose corresponding residuals are large [18,19]. Such a process is
a generalization of the maximum likelihood estimator (M-estimator), and is applied in this study.
Considering that the state estimation for WLS is an iterative process (until the convergence is reached),
the weightings depending on the residuals are adaptively reweighted in each iteration. The weighting
function of this robust regression in each iteration can be expressed as follows [18,19]:

(
wi

)
j+1

=


(
wi

)
j
,(

wi
)

j
α∣∣∣∣∣∣ (ri) j
σ̂0

∣∣∣∣∣∣
,

∣∣∣∣(ri) j

∣∣∣∣
σ̂0
≤ α∣∣∣∣(ri) j

∣∣∣∣
σ̂0

> α

(27)

where
(
wi

)
j

denotes the diagonal element of the weighting matrix corresponding to the ith satellite

measurement at the jth iteration; σ̂0 is the a posteriori scale factor given by median absolute deviation

due to the spread of the residuals; α is the tuning constant and is set to 1.345 based on [46]; α/
∣∣∣∣∣(ri

)
j
/σ̂0

∣∣∣∣∣
is the weighting scale. Using (27), the residuals are considered as an approximation of the measurement
errors, and the results until WLS convergence are implemented to adaptively adjust the measurement
covariance matrix used in EKF estimation [19]. A potential limitation of this method emerges if
abnormal measurements are in majority, as mentioned previously. To improve the performance of
robust regression under the emergence of multiple faulty measurements, this study proposes the use
of accumulated distance based on the odometer information as a positional-displacement constraint
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to the WLS filter during the robust regression operation. When the vehicle does not change its
heading orientation significantly, the moving distance from the wheel is similar to the difference
between the corresponding position states of the adjacent epochs. Considering the error accumulation,
due to the non-linear acceleration and the driving path challenges this assumption, such distance
information is used only as an aided constraint for obtaining a weighting scale in (27), rather than as
a direct measurement update in EKF estimation. The wheel information from the OBD II interface
is transformed into instantaneous velocity; therefore, the accumulated distance can be calculated
as follows,

∆d3d =
1
ξ

∑ξ

κ=1
vκ (28)

where ∆d3d, ξ, and vκ indicate the averaged displacement between consecutive GNSS epochs, odometer
rating between GNSS consecutive epochs, and instantaneous velocity measurement through the OBD
II interface. Similar to (16)–(18), this measurement model of position constraint for the WLS filter can
be formulated as,

δx̂WLS =
[
δre

u(tk) δbu(tk) δre
u(tk−1) b(tk−1)

]T

1×8
(29)

HWLS =
[

r3d
−

1
2 ∆re

x r3d
−

1
2 ∆re

y r3d
−

1
2 ∆re

z 0 −r3d
−

1
2 ∆re

x −r3d
−

1
2 ∆re

y r3d
−

1
2 ∆re

z 0
]
1×8

(30)

δz3d = [∆d3d − r3d]1×1 = HWLSδx̂WLS + η∆d (31)

with
r3d = (∆re

x)
2 + (∆re

y)
2 + (∆re

z)
2

where HWLS, δx̂WLS, η∆d, and r3d are the design matrix of averaged displacement, error state, including
position and receiver clock bias for WLS filter, combined errors comprising sliding, heading change and
noise, and initial distance derived from the change of initial rover position between consecutive epochs;
∆re

x, ∆re
y, and ∆re

z denote the difference between the initial position vectors in the three directions of
the e-frame. The measurement model in the WLS filter is similar to the design in EKF, as mentioned
previously, and is not differentiated here. The benefits of odometer aiding for robust regression, include
the improvement in observability of geometry, which combines the ground-based (odometer) and
space-based (GNSS) sources, and the enhanced connection of relative-position change in addition
to the TDCP measurements. Those contributions enhance WLS filter to find more accurate results;
therefore, a priori weighting indicators in (27) will be more reliable to implement in EKF estimation.

The flowchart depicting the combination of the proposed methods in this study is shown in
Figure 3. The data flow from process 1 to process 6 aims to determine the condition of combining
TDCP measurements to update EKF (process 6) according to the result of receiving carrier-phase
measurements (process 3) and cycle slip detection (process 4). After odometer measurements are
introduced, the priority is the detection of stationary motion (process 8), since the strong intervention
from zero velocity constraint updates EKF without any GNSS measurements (process 9 and 13) and
fix the position output (process 14), ending the whole process flow for the current epoch. While the
vehicle is not stationary, odometer-aided robust regression process based on WLS will be conducted to
obtain weighting scales (process 11), and the corresponding GNSS measurements, odometer-aided
velocity constraint (based on the resultant speed, process 10), and lateral velocity constraint (process 12)
will be used to update EKF accordingly (process 13). After the position and velocity states have been
estimated, and the heading (derived from the velocity states) does not change significantly (process
15), odometer-based FDE in (23) will be activated (process 16). Once an unsatisfactory estimation
is detected, the odometer-based DR solution will bridge the gap during the estimation (process 17).
Otherwise, MAF will be activated (process 18) and produce the averaged heading for other processes
(process 12, 15, and 17) for the next epoch.
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3. Experiment

In the experiment, the reference system uses a high tactical-grade INS (NovAtel SPAN® LCI,
Canada) with a multi-band reception antenna (NovAtel GPS-GGG-703-HV), and the evaluated system
is an automotive-grade Allystar EVK-2024 module with a single-band active patch antenna (Allystar
AGR 6301, China); these sensors are mounted on the same vehicle platform (Figure 4). Table 1 lists the
specifications of the reference system. Table 2 shows the performance of the OBD II odometer applied
in this study, which is evaluated from the other individual tests in an urban area. To evaluate the
performance with the proposed methods, an experimental route (red trajectory) is designed under a
GNSS-challenging environment (Tainan city), as shown in Figure 5. The referenced position solution
from tactical-grade INS is based on post-smoothing processing with full constellations and frequencies
receiving, whereas the evaluated EVK-2024 module uses two satellite constellations (GPS, Beidou)
with single-frequency (L1 band) reception in the SPP mode. All of the results are synchronized with
GPS time, and the relationship between the reference system and the EVK-2024 antenna (as shown in
Figure 4) are measured by the surveying tapes. The performance analysis can be implemented after
the referenced results are projected to the evaluated antenna.

Table 1. Specifications of NovAtel SPAN® LCI.

Accelerometer Gyroscope

Bias instability ≤ 0.1 mg 0.05 ◦/hr
Random walk noise 0.0588 m/s/ √Hz ≤ 0.012 ◦/

√
hr

Table 2. Performance of OBD II Odometer.

Unit: m/s Overall 1 Straight 2 Turning 3

Mean 0.053 0.068 0.116
Max 1.282 0.929 1.043
STD 0.141 0.132 0.205

RMSE 0.151 0.148 0.235
1 “Overall” indicates all of the data for evaluation. 2 “Straight” indicates the evaluated data without turning and
stationary motion. 3 “Turning” indicates the evaluated data based on turning motion only.
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The total experiment duration is approximately 40 min. The tested results are based on
forward-filter estimation with the proposed EKF design and without any post-smoothing processing.
The scenarios A–E are selected to discuss the contribution of the proposed methods, where are
multipath/NLOS-contaminated environments, and their locations are represented by white blocks in
Figure 5. The corresponding street-view images of these areas are shown in Figure 6a–f. Moreover,
as shown in Figure 7a,b, respectively, the position dilution of precision (PDOP) increases, and the number
of visible satellites significantly decreases after the vehicle approaches urbanized areas, although two
constellations are used. The observability of healthy satellite signals is frequently unsatisfactory during
the operation. For analysis, the implemented methods are classified into proposed odometer-aided
constraints and robust regression, i.e., method A, and method B, respectively. The tested results include
code-based measurements only (conventional GNSS), code/TDCP measurements (TDCP-aided GNSS),
code/TDCP measurements with odometer-aided constraints (TDCP-aided GNSS with method A),
code/TDCP measurements with robust regression (TDCP-aided GNSS with method B), and code/TDCP
measurements with both methods (TDCP-aided GNSS with both methods). The evaluated solutions
are colored in cyan, orange, blue, green, and black, in order for the following analysis for the trajectory
and the line chart of errors. Moreover, to evaluate the performance of these solutions during a GNSS
outage (area I of scenario E, Figure 6e), the solutions without method A will use assumptions, such as
constant velocity from the last epoch to bridge the gap during GNSS positioning. Whereas, the others
with method A perform odometer-aided DR in this experiment. For the error analysis, the results from
the reference system at the first epoch in this experiment is selected as the origin of the l-frame, and all
of the estimated results are transformed from the e-frame into the l-frame accordingly in the following.
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4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the analysis of the proposed methods will be categorized into separate subsections.
Figures 8–12 show the trajectory and the corresponding positioning errors in the E, N, and U
directions of the l-frame for the discussed scenarios. In addition, the statistical analyses are shown in
Tables 3–6 accordingly.

4.1. Performance Analysis of TDCP-Aided GNSS

The contribution of TDCP aiding could be mainly found in a multipath/NLOS-contaminated
environment. It can be shown in Figure 8 (scenario A, time 520–625 s), the TDCP-aided GNSS solution
produced more accurate results than the conventional GNSS solution. Pseudorange measurements,
suffering from such contamination, presented unsatisfactory estimation with approximately 20 m of
maximum error in the horizontal direction and 22 m in the vertical direction. Whereas, TDCP-aided
GNSS showed approximately 12 m and 15 m of maximum error, mitigating some of the influence from
unhealthy signals. Moreover, similar performance was also found in Figures 11 and 12 (scenarios D
and E, during time 1550–1690 s and 1965–2030 s), where the TDCP-aided GNSS solutions were able to
provide relatively smoothed results when the trajectory of conventional GNSS was misled into the
building area.

Most of the time, the use of TDCP measurements with state-augmented EKF lessened the
multipath effect; however, it is similar to other phase-smoothing approaches that lead to unsatisfactory
results. For example, in Figure 9 (scenario B), the TDCP-aided GNSS solution (orange line) exhibited
deteriorated position estimation, where the trajectory was located at the building. Its position error
was almost the same as the unsmoothed level, where the E-direction position error reached up to
12.53 m at time 815 s. The cause was attributed to the emergence of frequent cycle-slip due to the
signal path delay, and the remaining code-based measurements were significantly affected by the
multipath/NLOS effect. Due to the locations of the surrounding buildings, degraded signals mainly
came from the east-west direction, causing position errors in the E-direction analysis in scenario B.
Another specific situation in urban areas is the duration of the stationary motion, where the abnormal
signals were continuously received due to the reflection. The results are presented in Figures 8–10
(scenario A–C, during time 550–610 s, 835–863 s, and 907–954 s), respectively (highlighted by yellow
circles). The degraded estimation could be obviously observed, particularly in the vertical direction.
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Taking scenario B as an example, despite using the TDCP measurements, the maximum error was
still up to 15 m in height, and the maximum error is 13 m in the E-direction, which is similar to the
conventional GNSS. The reason is that the multipath/NLOS reception and the limited satellite geometry
result in a deviated estimation in these challenging environments.

In addition to the influence of multipath/NLOS signals, the potential problem of using the
phase-smoothing approach would be the occurrence of cycle-slip detection. When unstable tracking
qualities frequently occur for Doppler-shift measurements, the cycle-slip detection generates false
outputs, and range errors due to the path delay are intervened, further degrading the state estimation.
This situation can be found in Figures 9 and 10 (scenarios B and C, during time 872–875 s and 975 s),
where TDCP-based GNSS presented a degraded position in the horizontal direction. Even worse,
this degradation of state estimation could become severe in a frequent GNSS-outage environment.
In Figure 12 (area I of scenario E, during time 1945–1954 s), the TDCP-based solution exhibited a
deteriorated trajectory, due to the use of false information from the last epoch, where the maximum
errors are 11.75 m and 5.94 m in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, during this period.
Without additional constraint and aiding, such degraded situations are frequently presented for GNSS
positioning in urban environments.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 29 
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4.2. Performance Analysis of TDCP-Aided GNSS with Method A

Under an open-sky condition (e.g., PDOP value was less than four, such as Figure 11 (scenario
D)), the results of TDCP-aided GNSS with/without method A were acceptable. It indicates that
phase-smoothing is a critical factor in obtaining a reliable result. However, in constrained environments,
due to enhanced positional connection between the adjacent epochs, TDCP-aided GNSS plus method A
exhibited a more reliable outcome (blue and black lines) compared with the others without method A.
For instance, in Figure 9 (scenario B, time 815 s), when the phase-smoothing approach was unavailable,
the use of method A was able to improve the position state estimation, reducing the E-direction error
by around 3.60 m when comparing with TDCP-based GNSS. Moreover, for the situation of deteriorated
results due to the degraded cycle-slip detection (during time 872–875 s and at time 975 s), in these
signal-degraded environments, the positioning errors produced with method A mitigated from 7.82 to
3.58 m (at time 873 s) and 5.53 to 2.38 m (at time 975 s) in the horizontal direction, being able to reach
the SPP-nominal level. A similar case could be found in Figure 10 (scenario C, during time 963–969 s).
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With the help of using method A, the benefit of the proposed zero-velocity constraint with
position-fix design in (24)–(26) was significantly presented when the vehicle was stationary. Due to
continuously faulty signal reception, the major contribution of method A could include the precise
detection for vehicle speed, assuring the timing of stoppage, the duration time, and preventing the
estimated position from presenting a deteriorated change. As shown in Figures 8–11 (scenarios A–D,
during time 550–610 s, 835–863 s, 907–954 s, and 1636–1663 s, indicated by yellow circles), the solution
with method A yielded a more accurate outcome. The aid of method A maintains the position output
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that is the same as the position state before transiting to the static, averting the use of unhealthy
measurements. Table 3 shows the related analysis for the stationary condition in the experiment.
The position accuracy in this situation improved because of method A, and the position accuracy in 3D
attained 4.87 m with an improvement of 41.7%, demonstrating that the zero-velocity constraint with
position-fix design successfully enhanced the performance in the challenging circumstance.

For method A, the odometer provides only a relative constraint in positional displacement,
and this study uses the constraint design in (16)–(22) in the velocity domain to improve this constraint,
as mentioned earlier. However, this constraint is along the forward direction of the vehicle, meaning
that its aid is less influential in the lateral direction, especially for the case where the estimated
heading is degraded. Table 4 shows that method A improves the positional accuracy in the forward
(RMSE 1.87 m), but has limited effectiveness in the lateral (RMSE 2.10 m, similar to the TDCP-based
solution without method A). A representative situation was found in Figure 8 (scenario A, during time
519–547 s), where the solution with method A still presented a deteriorated trajectory misled to the
oncoming road (indicated by the white dotted line). In addition, there is still a potential risk on the
position-fix design for method A. In Figure 8 (scenario A, during time 550–610 s), the height error
based on the scheme with method A presented an error of 12.12 m during the static motion. In this
representative case, because the result of position estimation had insufficient time to revert to the stable
state before transiting to the stationary, this degraded result was selected to be the position-fix output.
Although, the velocity error was corrected back to the stationary state, and averted to influence the
state estimation further as the vehicle started to move, this erroneous position result was still unable to
adjust until the end of stationary. Moreover, even if method A was implemented, an unsatisfactory
result was still observed in the previously discussed GNSS-outage environment (area I of scenario E,
during time 1945–1954 s). The proposed odometer-aided FDE did not detect the false result, because
the lateral errors during time 1947–1954 s did not surpass the threshold. Specifically, the effectiveness
of the detection is vulnerable to the quality of the initial position, such as an inaccuracy result at time
1946 s. Although the result was relatively stable than the GNSS solutions without method A in this
area (cyan and orange result), the maximum error presented an unsatisfactory outcome (9.94 m and
5.36 m in the horizontal and vertical directions) due to the limited effectiveness of method A.

Table 3. Performance analysis for the stationary condition.

Unit: m

3D

Conventional
GNSS

TDCP-Aided
GNSS

TDCP-Aided
GNSS +

Method A

TDCP-Aided
GNSS +

Method B

TDCP-Aided
GNSS +Method

A Method B

Mean 5.84 4.75 4.16 4.80 3.65
Max 37.24 19.42 12.45 15.00 8.88

RMSE 8.35 5.68 4.87 5.57 4.06
RMSE

Improvement - 32.0% 41.7% 33.3% 51.4%

Table 4. Performance analysis for GNSS solution in vehicular path tracking.

Unit: m

Forward/Lateral

Conventional
GNSS

TDCP-Aided
GNSS

TDCP-Aided
GNSS +

Method A

TDCP-Aided
GNSS +

Method B

TDCP-Aided
GNSS +Method

A Method B

Mean −0.41/−0.47 0.39/−0.54 −0.49/−0.61 −0.47/−0.55 −0.37/−0.49
Max 25.95/17.21 14.92/10.05 12.6/9.30 15.86/10.60 10.75/12.75

RMSE 2.98/2.47 2.21/2.07 1.87/2.10 2.09/2.16 1.63/1.95
RMSE

Improvement - 25.8%/16.2% 37.2%/15.0% 29.9%/12.6% 45.3%/21.1%
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4.3. Performance Analysis of TDCP-Aided GNSS with Method B

The contribution of method B is to adjust the measurement weights adaptively. In this case,
the influence of inconsistent measurements can be reduced, and the estimated position becomes closer
to the designated path in comparison with TDCP-based GNSS. For instance, In Figures 8 and 11
(scenario A and D, during time 525–540 s and 877–884 s), the solution with method B (green and
black lines) showed superior robustness during the operation in challenging environments, whereas
the solutions without method B misdirected the vehicular path towards an oncoming-traffic road.
In Figure 9 (scenario B, time 815 s), the positional distortion due to the multipath/NLOS contamination
was improved after the intervention of method B, even when the TDCP-aided approach was inactive.

However, unsatisfactory estimation was still found in static situations. Although the performance
of the TDCP-based solution with method B in the stationary condition was superior to the typical
solutions without it (cyan and orange lines), the present finding exhibits that the remaining error
was still up to 13.47 m in the horizontal direction (scenario B, time 853 s) and 10.62 m in the vertical
direction (scenario C, time 932 s) for the harsh cases. This situation was attributed to the increase
in the number of abnormal signals for the stationary condition. Another discussed case was in the
GNSS-outage environment, as shown in Figure 12 (area I of scenario E, during time 1945–1954 s).
In this area, the aid of method B was not obvious, where the positional error reached a maximum of
up to 8.95 m and 5.43 m in the horizontal and the vertical directions. That was because method B
failed to find appropriate scales for reweighting. Taking the situation of time 1948 for example (the
corresponding information of measurements as shown in Table 5), it is seen that the range errors of five
observations were over 10 m, even reaching 37 m. In this situation, for method B, residuals could not
adequately reflect the approximation of measurement errors due to the influence of the contaminated
signals, and some false measurements such as G31, G32, and C10 listed in Table 5 still significantly
influenced the estimation.

Table 5. Code measurement information in WLS-based filter at time 1948.

Satellite 1 Range Measurement 2 True Range Range Error 3 Residual 4 Scale 4

G14 22,492,867.56 22,492,830.40 37.16 26.96 2.77
G25 20,580,188.56 20,580,187.61 0.95 3.78 1.00
G31 21,729,429.25 21,729,415.49 13.76 −1.26 1.00
G32 21,213,735.12 21,213,711.48 23.65 18.87 1.94
C6 35,967,621.88 35,967,615.37 6.51 5.39 1.00
C7 36,142,589.49 36,142,586.11 3.38 −3.68 1.00
C9 36,559,641.75 36,559,610.28 31.47 24.93 2.56

C10 37,151,565.47 37,151,546.00 19.47 7.93 1.00
1 “G” and “C” indicate GPS and Beidou satellite system, respectively. 2 Range measurements were corrected by the
process of broadcast ephemeris. Moreover, considering that WLS residuals are derived from the estimated states
(including the receiver clock bias), range measurements in this table are also adjusted by the estimated receiver bias
for consistency. 3 Range error means the difference between range measurements and true ranges. 4 The definitions
correspond to (27).

4.4. Performance Analysis of TDCP-Aided GNSS with Both Methods

The proposed combination of method A and method B presents complementary attributes
of both the methods and outperforms the standalone schemes of each aiding approach. For a
multipath/NLOS-contaminated environment, the improvement of the absolute position estimation is
mainly contributed by method B. This situation can be obviously found in Figures 8 and 11 (scenario A
and D), where the combined result showed that the trend of the black line was similar to that of the
green line. Another contribution can also be observed under the stationary condition when method
A and method B are adopted at the same time. The previous situations can be used as examples.
In Figure 8 (scenario A, during time 550–610 s), the estimation of the combined methods reduced the
error by 2 m in the horizontal direction and 4 m in the vertical direction, compared with those of
method A only (blue line). In Figures 9–11 (scenarios B, C, and D, during time 835–863 s, 907–954 s, and
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1636–1663 s), this combined scheme mitigated the limitation of method B and prevented the related error
growth, and the maximum of the remaining error for these areas was reduced by approximately 8.93 m,
5.97 m, and 2.91 m in the horizontal direction, and 2.71 m, 8.04 m, and 3.99 m in the vertical direction,
respectively. According to the previous results, it can be found that: (1) method B provides improved
position before the dynamical motion transits to stationary, and therefore, method A can provide a
superior position-fix result. (2) method A effectively averts the degradation of continuous reception of
abnormal signals (where method B is limited) and maintains the performance under stationary motion.
According to the statistical analysis (Table 3), the TDCP-based GNSS with both methods showed an
RMSE of 4.06 m in 3D with an improvement of 51.4% under the static condition. The maximum error
in 3D improved from 37.24 m (conventional solution) to 8.88 m, which is significantly better than the
performance based on method A only (12.45 m).

The other significant advantage of the combined method is in the frequent GNSS-outage
environment. In Figure 12 (area I of scenario E, during time 1945–1954 s), the unsatisfactory
performance was improved by 63.2% and 82.3% at most in the horizontal and vertical directions
in contrast with method B. The main reasons are the following mechanisms from both methods in
this area: (1) odometer-aided robust regression, providing a more reliable scale for reweighting and
more accurate position state (compared with method B only) before driving into the GNSS-degraded
environment (epochs before time 1948 s); (2) odometer-based FDE, averting unsatisfactory position
state estimation due to the majority of faulty signals; (3) odometer-aided DR, bridging the duration of
GNSS outage. The combined performance significantly increased the availability of satisfactory results
in such a harsh situation. Although the degradation of state estimation still emerged during time
1963–1967 s, where the vehicle was performing a turning motion, and the auxiliary constraint and FDE
in (19)–(23) were deactivated due to the continuous heading change, the remaining aiding methods
still provided better performance compared with others, as shown in the trajectory (Figure 12).

Based on this proposed solution, the overall analysis in Table 6 presents an RMSE of 2.51 m and
3.63 m in the horizontal and vertical directions with improvements of 35.1%, and 49.6%, respectively.
The indicators of the percentage of epochs, including errors of less than 3 m (narrow-road accuracy)
and 5 m (wide-road accuracy), were 86.1% and 97.3% in the horizontal direction and 63.9% and 84.4%
in the vertical direction for these two levels, respectively. The corresponding analysis of the empirical
cumulative distribution function (CDF) is shown in Figure 13. An analysis of vehicular tracking in
Table 4 shows that the proposed combination scheme reduced the forward error and lateral error with
an RMSE of 1.63 m and 1.95 m, corresponding to improvements of 45.3% and 21.1%. Statistically,
this finding shows that, by using a low-cost automotive-grade receiver, the proposed GNSS/odometer
scheme and the combined methods without any GNSS correction services can satisfy the accuracy
requirement for locating a vehicle’s position on a designated road in GNSS-challenging environments.

Table 6. Performance analysis in position domain.

Unit: m

Horizontal/Vertical

Conventional
GNSS

TDCP-Aided
GNSS

TDCP-Aided
GNSS +

Method A

TDCP-Aided
GNSS +

Method B

TDCP-Aided
GNSS +Method

A Method B

Mean 2.83/4.78 2.47/3.41 2.50/3.17 2.57/3.05 2.28/2.88
Max 27.66/34.18 15.20/14.95 13.15/17.47 16.82/14.97 14.61/12.67

RMSE 3.87/7.20 3.01/4.55 2.79/4.16 2.98/4.11 2.51/3.63
RMSE

Improvement - 22.3%/36.8% 28.0%/42.0% 23.0%/42.9% 35.1%/49.6%

Which Road 1 (3 m) 2 72.0%/42.4% 75.4%/49.3% 81.8%/60.4% 76.7%/58.1% 86.1%/63.9%
Which Road 1 (5 m) 2 89.5%/65.8% 93.5%/75.4% 96.3%/82.9% 94.4%/79.5% 97.3%/84.4%

1 The accuracy category refers to [47–50]. 2 Percentage of epochs that had errors of less than 3 m or 5 m.
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5. Conclusions

This study investigated GNSS/odometer integration with TDCP-designed EKF by utilizing
vehicular motion constraint and robust regression for an automotive-grade receiver in an urban
environment. The findings show that the phase-smoothing technique improved the state estimation
and smoothed out some multipath effects after the TDCP updated the EKF state, but was subject to
cycle-slip and NLOS reception. The degradation was apparent during the stationary motion. After the
odometer-based aiding (method A) intervened, the aided constraints based on the resultant velocity
and zero-assumption velocity of the lateral significantly enhanced the performance, when the state
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estimation reverted to the unsmoothed level due to a cycle slip. Moreover, the additional aiding
from method A, including the zero-velocity constraint and the position-fix design, effectively averted
the contamination of abnormal signals when the vehicle was stationary. However, the results show
that method A had limited effectiveness in the lateral direction and presented a risk of fixing the
position at an unsatisfactory level. When robust regression (method B) was added, the combination of
method A and method B not only improved the accuracy in the lateral direction and the stationary
condition, but also apparently enhanced the contribution of the odometer-aided FDE and DR, which
effectively avoided erroneous outputs from the degradation of state estimation and performed seamless
positioning, with adequate performance over a short period during a GNSS outage.

The experimental results show that the GNSS/odometer integration with the proposed methods
can satisfy the demand of guiding a vehicle on designated roads with a single-frequency SPP mode in
an urban area, without INS aiding. However, the performance of the proposed methods significantly
depends on the empirical coefficients by the tuning process, including (21)–(23). An adequate setting
for general cases is a time-consuming process. The auxiliary mechanism can include machine learning
approaches, such as the random forest algorithm, for improving this situation in the future. Moreover,
to mitigate the limitations of the proposed odometer-aided FDE and DR during a heading-change
motion, such as a turning maneuver, the aid of z-channel gyro is considerable, and must be investigated
in the future.
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